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1.  Introduction

Markowitz (1959, chapter 10) introduced the temporal framing resolution of the Allais

(1953) Paradox by reposing Allais’s one-stage gambles as two-stage gambles. By

reframing the problem, he was able to get subjects to act consistently with the von

Neumann-Morgenstern expected utility framework. This resolution has been

infrequently cited in the literature. Bierman (1989) independently rediscovered this

resolution. Section 2 of this paper examines Markowitz’s resolution of the Paradox.

Section 3 examines the literature that has grown up around the Paradox and the general

neglect of Markowitz’s resolution.  Section 4 concludes this paper.

2.  Markowitz’s Resolution of the Allais Paradox

Markowitz (1959, chapter 10) introduced the temporal reframing resolution of the Allais 

Paradox.  Allais posed his gambles as one-stage deals, shown in Figure 1.  Markowitz 

instead conducted experiments using two-stage gambles, whereupon the Paradox 

vanished.  These are illustrated in 2.  Each circle represents a random drawing, each arc 

(line segment) represents an outcome of a drawing along with its probability, and each 

box represents a final payoff in millions of dollars.  Allais first posed the choice of 

gambles in Figures 1a and 1b. Participants generally preferred A1 to A2 in 1a and A4 to 

A3 in 1b.  If we let U(x) be the utility of x million dollars,1 the choice of A1 indicates that 

U(1) >

.1U(5) + .89U(1) + .01U(0).  Adding [.89U(0) - .89U(1)] to both sides results in .11U(1) 

+ .89U(0) > .1U(5) + .9U(0).  That is, A3 should be preferred to A4.  However, A4 is 

preferred; hence, the Paradox.

1 Allais (1953) used francs.  I follow Markowitz in using dollars.  The difference is immaterial.
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Markowitz reposed the problem via the gambles illustrated in Figures 2a, 2b and

2c. In Figure 2a, all subjects preferred the certain outcome B1 to the gamble B2. Either

choice would be consistent with expected utility theory. Markowitz then presented the

two-stage gamble in Figure 2b, in which the first stage was never to be repeated.2

Moreover, subjects were told to precommit to their second stage choice of gambles B1 or

B2. The diamonds in gambles C1 and C2 depict the second-stage selection of gambles

B1 and B2, respectively. The gambles C1 and C2 are equivalent to Allais’s A1 and A2,

respectively, in terms of final payments. Subjects preferred C1 to C2, consistent with

Allais’s results. Markowitz then posed the choice of gambles C3 and C4, with final

payments equivalent to Allais’s A3 and A4. Subjects unanimously chose C3, consistent

with utility maximization. Thus, the Paradox disappears. Choices C1 and C3 in Figures

2b and 2c are consistent with B1 in Figure 2a. The irrelevant alternatives to the choices

in Figure 2a did not affect the choices made in Figures 2b and 2c. I shall return to this

point later.

Markowitz argues that participants in Allais’s experiments were “mistaken.”3 The

framing of the question affects the answers that are given. Apparently, Allais’s framing

gave his subjects no guidance as to how to grasp the probabilities involved. Markowitz’s

framing clarified the meanings of the probabilities. This result has been curiously

overlooked by later researchers, as shown in the next Section.

2 Markowitz’s emphasis.

3 Markowitz (1959) p. 224.
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3.  Markowitz and the Allais Paradox Literature

This begins with Raiffa’s (1968) presentation of a similar two-stage problem as his first

argument without citing Markowitz.4 He does, however, provide an obscure reference to

Robert Schlaifer. Machina (1987) in a discussion of framing effects, mentions

Markowitz’s utility of wealth function, but not with regard to the Allais Paradox.5

Machina also makes no reference to Markowitz’s work on the Paradox.6 Bierman (1989)

independently discovers the temporal framing resolution. Bierman also provides an

extensive bibliography, from which Markowitz is absent.

A few papers, however, do explicitly cite Markowitz’s resolution: Mossin (1969),

Spence and Zeckhauser (1972) and Machina (1984). The last paper incorporates

Markowitz’s resolution into Machina’s (1982) preference functional framework.

The question remains as to why Markowitz’s resolution was overlooked. In the

case of the psychologists, for example, Bierman (1989) and Payne and Braunstein (1971),

this could just stem from ignorance of the literature in finance and economics, which is

quite understandable. However, this case cannot be made for economists and researchers

in related fields. For example, Raiffa (1968) cites Markowitz (1959) in regard to another

topic. Kagel, MacDonald and Battalio (1990) credit Markowitz with finding the

breakdown of the assumption of Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA), though

Markowitz (1959, chap. 10) himself makes no such claim. Kahnemann and Tversky

(1979) make a similar citation, while ignoring Markowitz’s resolution in their prospect

theory resolution of the Paradox. Curiously, Moskowitz (1974), Tversky and Kahnemann

4 Raiffa (1968) pp. 82-83.

5 Machina (1987) p. 143.

6 It should be noted that this paper was written after Machina (1984), which builds on Markowitz’s solution.
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(1986) and Loewenstein and Prelec (1992) present examples of framing, without

reference to Markowitz. Perhaps a bit of self-interest by these later researchers was

involved in these subsequent, perhaps unnecessary, formulations to resolve the Paradox.

After all, what becomes of prospect theory when its subject is susceptible to framing

effects? Likewise, what happens to the Keynes’ function approach of Brady and Lee

(1989) and the quasilinear mean of Hong (1983), to give but two other approaches.

The key to understanding the Allais Paradox is to look at the expected utility

axiom which breaks down: independence of irrelevant alternatives.7 This states that,

given two gambles P and Q, with P preferred to Q, then the gamble a !P+(1"a )! R is

preferred to the gamble a !Q+(1"a )! R , where the notation p!G means that return G

is obtained with probability p.8 That is, the choice between between P and Q is not

affected by the introduction of the irrelevant alternative R, in this case, the first stage

gamble. Markowitz’s two-stage gambles make clear the irrelevance. In this case,

framing influences the effect of irrelevant alternatives on decision-making. Future

researchers could examine more precisely the circumstances under which this axiom

breaks down, and how various alternatives affect choice.

4.  Conclusion

The literature on the Allais Paradox has developed several resolutions, while overlooking

the earliest one, Markowitz’s (1959) temporal framing resolution. This was then rarely

cited by other researchers. Occasionally, discussions of the Allais Paradox have

7 Machina (1982) builds his “expected utility” analysis without the independence of irrelevant alternatives 

axiom.  He cites Markowitz (1952) but not Markowitz (1959).

8 This is Markowitz’s Axiom II (Markowitz 1959, p. 230).
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interestingly cited other parts of Markowitz (1959). Markowitz even received credit for a

claim which he did not make! Markowitz’s reframing was an early demonstration of the

difficulty that individuals have with dealing with probabilities. The trinary choice in

Allais’ first pair of gambles introduced an irrelevant alternative and, presumably,

disturbed individuals’ probability calculations. The circumstances under which irrelevant

alternatives cause this disturbance are worthy of future investigation.
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FIGURES

Figure 1: Allais’ Original Gambles
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Figure 2:  Markowitz’s Gambles

Panel a:  Single Stage Gambles

Panel b:  Markowitz’s First Set of Two-Stage Gambles
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Panel c:  Markowitz’s Second Pair of Two-Stage Gambles
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